
Three government departments have similar operations with
similar objectives, in the same geographical area. All are faced
with the necessity to cut budgets in a time of government
‘restraint’. 

The problem of what to cut and how much is avoided by
politicians, senior officials, and middle management.
Eventually it appears on local managements’ desk as a
requirement to cut ‘across the board’ by a certain target
percentage. In other words, do exactly what you did before,
just less of it, and employ less people to do it. 

The results are that one department decides to cut the
number of staff on each shift, but continue to operate seven
days a week, 24 hours a day. This means that they provide less
capability but maintain the same excellent response time. The
other agencies decide not to staff their operations on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays, relying on their staff to be ‘on-call’, providing
the same capability but with a slower response time.

A Sorry History
There’s a bit more history to it than that. One government
department (the Coast Guard) is told that its rescue diving
operation is not ‘cost-effective’, having apparently saved just
one life in six years of operation. (I am reminded of the decision
to discontinue the foghorn at Georgina Point because fog was
‘infrequent’.) 

It is decided that the operation should be discontinued, and
rescue diving be left to other government operations, Search
and Rescue Squadron 42 and the Armed Forces. This decision
is approved by the politicians, since rescue diving is inherently
extremely dangerous, requires skilled personnel and good
equipment; an RCMP diver recently died during a rescue in
eastern Canada, and nobody wants to take responsibility for
that sort of thing.

Unfortunately, soon after the decision, an individual
drowns when his car went into the Fraser River. But trained
divers with appropriate equipment are not permitted to
attempt a rescue because the Coast Guard diving program has
been discontinued. 

There is an uproar, and the program is reinstated, but with
less staff than before (note that Sea Island has the only Coast

Guard dive unit in Canada). But the Coast Guard also enacts a
regulation that divers must not enter enclosed spaces
underwater without adequate backup and communications
(citing a similar provision in the Canada Labour Code as a
guideline). 

The Coast Guard, however, deliberately avoids
responsibility for providing that backup; the responsibility then
falls on the military and SAR. The political objective, of
diffusing responsibility for dangerous diving operations that
risk divers’ lives, is thus satisfied. The real objective, of
providing a complete fast response diving capability in case of
marine accidents, is ignored.

It All Comes Together
Unfortunately, this collection of politically and bureaucratically
inept decisions came together when a large seiner capsized off
the mouth of the Fraser River, on a Tuesday, August 13. 

Five Islanders died; we do not know whether they could
have been saved had the Coast Guard divers been able to enter
the overturned vessel promptly when they arrived at the scene
(their response to the incident, on the hovercraft, was
incredibly quick). We cannot doubt that they did what they
could to save lives without entering the vessel; one victim was
retrieved from the ship’s wheelhouse, which must have been at
least fifteen feet underwater, by breaking a window. 

If it was the opinion of trained and experienced divers that
it was too hazardous to enter the vessel, I am prepared to
accept their decision without question. But I am not prepared
to accept that they could not enter the vessel solely because of
‘regulations’. 

However, it appears that they were not permitted to
exercise their own judgement. If this is true, it shows a
disgraceful lack of respect for divers who have chosen an
extremely dangerous profession.

Conclusions
1. Measures of ‘efficiency’ and ‘cost-effectiveness’ are totally

inappropriate when applied to the management of emergency
services. The basic evaluation mechanism, of multiplying the
potential loss by the risk of it happening, and comparing it to
the cost of maintaining rescue services, is meaningless when
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the loss is infinitely large (human lives) and the risk relatively
small.

2. If one adds up the expenditures of the military, SAR and
of the Coast Guard in providing search and rescue services,
there should be enough funds to provide a full rescue diving
capability, seven days a week, 24 hours a day, instead of
separate (but, it turns out, interdependent) operations whose

management is clearly not co-ordinated.
3. Would it not be better to leave the decision on whether to

risk their lives to the trained divers on the scene rather than
impose a regulation (clearly not designed for rescue
operations) designed only to deflect political responsibility for
inadequate funding? ✐
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